Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE
GRADUATE ASSISTANTSHIP
(TITLE III-HBGI PROGRAM)

The graduate program in computer science prepares students for careers at the forefront of applications of computers to modern developments for government, business and industry. In order to help more student pursue Master’s degree in computer science, Dr. Joel Fu, computer science coordinator would like to support motivated students in pursuing CS Master’s degree using Title III HBGI funding – an activity of Strengthening Computer Science Graduate Program that is supported by Title III office for minority institutions. There are 7 to 10 spots available now for prospective students, may vary from semester to semester.

ABSTRACT OF HBGI SCSGP PROGRAM
Holding the distinction as the oldest graduate computer Science program in Alabama, this activity is designed to increase the number of African Americans with a Master’s degree in Computer Science. It also completed requirements to acquire ABET accreditation with assistance from Title III. It focuses on enhancing the curriculum, and improving, renovating and equipping laboratories to provide a competitive environment. Graduates may look to futures in research, academia, and the development of computer-based systems.

ELIGIBILITY
❖ Applicant must be African-American.
❖ Student must hold bachelor degree or approach to graduate in pursuing bachelor degree in a college (in junior or senior standing).
❖ Student need demonstrate very good academic standing, including graduate program admission requirement, strong resume, programming skills, strong recommendation letter, industry working experience in large scale software-intensive systems, excellent problem solving skills and communication skills, academic honor and awards etc.
❖ For more information, please see the AAMU Title III web page, or send email to Dr. Joel Fu at jian.fu@aamu.edu.
❖ All the application material should be sent to
  Dr. Joel Fu, Coordinator
  Department of EE&CS
  Alabama A&M University
  Normal, AL 35762, 256-372-4119

Department of EE & Computer Science, P.O. Box 968, Alabama A&M University, 4900 Meridian Street, Normal, AL 35762